Introduction
The question we raise is whether in the absence of a suitable negation operator the fact of order-duality of logical operators such as conjunction and disjunction is su cient to sustain a representation by sets of the Lindenbaum algebra of the calculus, thus leading to the construction of a canonical frame for the logic. The concept of order-duality becomes critical if another convenience, the distribution law, is dropped.
The signi cance of resolving the lattice representation problem for nondistributive lattices becomes apparent when considering logical systems with restricted structural rules where distribution is often not assumed. Orderduality of meets and joins becomes manifest when the lattice is endowed with a classical-type negation operator and it is expressed in the de Morgan identity a _ b = :(:a^:b). We explore a more general setup in which a generalization of the de Morgan identity holds. In this setup negation is absent but there is what may be thought of as a generalized negation operator 1 , a duality on a partial order (or between two distinct partial orders). With a variant of the de Morgan identity in place we may always ignore joins, since they can be recovered from meets and from the duality map which generalizes negation.
The idea for a representation of lattices is then to represent a lattice as a diagram of intersection semi-lattices with a duality between them. The duality operator serves to recover joins on the semi-lattices which of course J. Michael Dunn is acknowledged for many useful discussions. In (Hartonas & Dunn 1993) we propose a general concept of split negation and investigate some varieties of it.
do not coincide with unions as the original lattice is not assumed to satisfy the distribution law. We conclude with a statement of a representation of a general bounded lattice by subsets of an appropriate set X. The result is subsequently strengthened by imposing topological structure on the set X and by thereby obtaining a characterization of the family of subsets representing the original lattice as the family of stable compact-open subsets of X.
From a logical point of view there are two cases where the semantics of conjunction and disjunction is well understood. That where distribution is assumed and that where an orthonegation operator is present.
In both cases the semantic analysis of logical operators can be based on a representation by sets of the Lindenbaum algebras: Boolean and distributive lattices or ortholattices (Goldblatt 1975 , Priestley 1970 , Stone 1937 , Stone 1938 . Propositions, the semantic counterparts of sentences, are modelled as certain kinds of sets (just any subsets of a xed set for the distributive case, or only the regular subsets in the case of orthologic (Goldblatt 1974 (Goldblatt , 1975 .
What we intend to do in this paper is to extend this framework to the case of a possibly non-distributive calculus, possibly also lacking an orthonegation operator. The solution we present can be extended to the case of logical systems with a variety of additional operators (Hartonas 1994b ).
Negation and Duality
A lattice L is a partially-ordered structure (L; ;^; _) where the greatest lower bound (glb) a^b of the elements a; b and their least upper bound (lub) a _ b exist.^and _ are order-dual operators in the sense that inverting the order in the lattice results in switching the roles of glb's and lub's. Orderduality becomes clear when the lattice comes equiped with a dualizing map 2 , that is to say an antitone map (a b implies b a) of period two ( a = a, for any element a). In such a case joins can be recovered from meets and from the dualizing map by the de Morgan identity a _ b = ( a^ b). The informal content of the identity is that to compute the join of two elements a and b we need to move over to the opposite lattice of L (where the order is inverted) and compute there the meet of the dual objects a; b of a and b.
In fact it is not necessary that the lattice be equipped with such an 2 Logically speaking such a map is of course an orthonegation operator. orthonegation operator. More generally, if L and K are lattices and : L ! K is an antitone map such that for any element a in the lattice L we have a = a, then joins in L can be recovered by the de Morgan identity a _ L b = ( a^K b). We may then as well consider L and K as meetsemilattices since the full lattice structure can be recovered via .
Algebraically speaking a negation operator is an instance of a galois connection. Given partial orders (P; P ) and (Q; Q ), a pair of antitone maps from P to Q and from Q to P is a galois connection just in case for any p in P and q in Q we have p P q i q Q p. This is equivalent to the conditions that p P p and q Q q. In the case of negation P = Q and the two maps coincide = = :.
Galois connections will not in general satisfy the period-two condition.
When they do, that is to say when for any p in P and q in Q we have p = p and q = q, then we call the connection a duality.
A further generalization of the de Morgan identity is then possible. For suppose that S and K are meet semilattices with a duality : S ! K and : K ! L. Then again both S and K are in fact full lattices and joins can be recovered from meets using the duality maps as follows:
This is the general form of the de Morgan identity we will rely on in the sequel. The case of orthonegation is an obvious instance: a_b = :(:a^:b).
Boolean and Distributive Lattices
We think of a Boolean algebra (BA) as the Lindenbaum algebra of classical logic. Similarly for a distributive lattice (DL) and negationless classical logic. It is not hard to see that for each such BA homomorphism h the set of elements that it makes true fajha = 1g is a maximal lter (ultra lter) 3 of the BA. Conversely, every maximal lter x determines such a homomorphism via its characteristic function: ha = 1 if a is in x and ha = 0 otherwise.
Hence rather than modeling an element a of the BA B by the set of BAhomomorphisms h such that ha = 1 we may alternatively consider the set of maximal lters x such that a is in x.
Semantically speaking then we set up a set of worlds (states, situations, setups, indices etc) where in the canonical frame a world is simply a maximal lter of the Lindenbaum algebra of classical logic and we interpret a sentence as the set of worlds that contain the equivalence class of the given sentence. This establishes a completeness theorem for the logic.
For distributive lattices (DL) essentially the same intuition leads to a similar construction of a canonical frame. The only di erence is that in the absence of negation and given a DL-homomorphism h from a given distributive lattice D into the truth-value lattice 2 the inverse image h ?1 (1) = fajha = 1g
is not a maximal but a prime lter, hence the worlds in the canonical model are taken to be the prime lters of the Lindenbaum algebra of the calculus. This intuition completely breaks down, however, in the case of general lattices as we explain below.
Lattice Representation
Our interest in lattice representation is logical, or rather semantical. There is today a host of logical systems that drop the distribution law, some coming with a classical-type negation operator, such as Classical Linear Logic (Girard 1987) , and some not, such as Intuitionistic Linear Logic (Abrusci 1990 , Troelstra 1992 . The model-theoretic question that arises is then to nd a systematic approach to the semantics of such systems, an approach that does not depend directly on what particular operators are assumed but rather on what abstract properties are assumed for each of these operators. The two basic conveniences for a solution of such a problem are, rst, an assumption of a classical-type negation operator and, second, an assumption of distribution of conjunction over disjunction. In both cases, as we already mentioned, a Kripke-style semantics for the relevant logical systems can be developed on the basis of the existing representations of the underlying lattices (distributive or ortholattices). We examine here the situation for the case where both of these convenient assumptions are dropped, that is to say the case where we simply have a bounded lattice L.
The Stone idea of modeling an element of a lattice by the set of lattice homomorphisms that map it to 1 (true) fails in the present case. The reason is that, as the reader can easily verify, for a given lattice homomorphism h : L ! 2 the pre-image of 1, namely the set fa 2 Ljha = 1g is still a prime lter.
We base our representation on the idea that in an appropriate setup we may only consider the meet-semilattice structure and ignore joins. Specifically, we will represent a lattice L as a diagram of two intersection semilattices with a duality between them. From our previous discussion it will follow that each of the two intersection semi-lattices is in fact a full lattice and we will verify that the original lattice is isomorphic to one of them (and dually isomorphic to the other).
We generalize Stone's approach and consider the meet-hemimorphisms h : L ! 2, that is to say the maps from L to 2 that only preserve meets. If h is such a hemimorphism then the pre-image of 1 under h is a lter but not necessarily a prime one. Indeed if ha = 1 and a b then 1 = ha hb and so hb = 1 as well. Also, if ha = 1 and hb = 1 then h(a^b) = ha^hb = 1^1 = 1 and so fejhe = 1g is a lter. Conversely, if x is a lter of L then the characteristic function of x is a meet hemimorphism. Indeed, if at least one of a; b is not in x, then a^b is not in x either hence h(a^b) = 0 = ha^hb (since either ha = 0 or hb = 0). Otherwise both a and b are in x in which case also a^b is in x and then again h(a^b) = ha^hb. Hence we may consider as the dual space of a lattice L the space X of its lters. The representation map is the natural map H : L ! P(X) sending an element a of the lattice to the set of lters that contain it (the set of hemimorphisms that map it to true). We write X a = Ha for this set: X a = fx 2 Xj a 2 xg. Letting also X = fX a ja 2 Lg it is not hard to see that X is an intersection semilattice, where X a T X b = X a^b .
Incidentally, Goldblatt's representation of ortholattices (Goldblatt 1975 In the absence of an orthonegation on the lattice we will make use of the generalization of the de Morgan identity resulting from a duality between two appropriate intersection semilattices. To nd an intersection semilattice which is dual to X we rst notice that a 2 x i a) = x a x. 4 Hence X a = fxjx a xg. Consider then also the sets X a = fxjx x a g, where we have dualized the inclusion x a x to obtain x x a . Let also X = fX a ja 2 Lg. Again it is not hard to verify that X is an intersection-semilattice, where X a T X b = X a_b . What we need to establish is that there exists a duality between X and X .
As pointed out in (Birkho 1949) , every binary relation R on a set X induces a galois connection on its subsets. In the particular case where R = is a partial order the resulting galois connection is known as the DedekindMcNeile connection. We use inclusion of lters as a binary relation on the set X of lters and generate the Dedekind-McNeile maps, explicitly de ned on subsets U; V X by U = fxjU xg V = fxjx V g where U x means that x is above every element of U (an upper bound of U) and similarly for x V . It can be now veri ed that and form a duality between X and X . This follows from the identities X a = X a and X a = X a . We prove the rst and leave veri cation of the second to the interested reader. If x 2 X a then x is a lower bound of X a hence x x a , since x a 2 X a . Hence x 2 X a = fxjx x a g. For the converse, suppose x 2 X a , hence x x a . If z is any lter in X a , then x a z and thereby x z, hence x is a lower bound of X a , that is to say x 2 X a .
Hence we may use the generalized de Morgan identity to de ne joins in 4 We will always write xa for the principal lter a) generated by a.
Thus we can conclude with the following Theorem 1 For every bounded lattice L there is a set X and a collection X of subsets of X such that X is a lattice isomorphic to L. Proof: For the proof we take X to be the set of lters of L (including the improper lter L itself) and use the map H de ned by a H 7 ! X a . H is a lattice homomorphism since H(a^b) = X a T X b and H(a _ b) = ( X a T X b ) = X a W X b . It is also clear that H is a bijection, hence a lattice isomorphism. 2
We now proceed to characterize the lattice X independently of the representation map as a collection of subsets of X having some properties de nable from structure to be imposed on X. Referring again to (Goldblatt 1975) , the collection of subsets of the space of lters of an ortholattice is characterized there as the collection of regular, compact-open subsets. The topology imposed on X is that generated by the subbasis 5 S = fX a g a2L f?X b g b2L
We recall from (Goldblatt 1975 ) that the lter space with the above topology is a Stone space. In the absence of orthonegation we have been able to substitute the operator ( ) ? on subsets by the two maps and . If we let ? = be their composite then it is easy to verify that for any subsets U; V X we have U ?U, ??U = U and if U V then ?U ?V . In other words ? is a closure operator on subsets of X. We call a subset A X 5 A topology on a set X is a collection T of subsets of X , called the open sets, such that ; and X are in T and T is closed under arbitrary unions and nite intersections. A family S is a subbasis for a topology T if T is the collection inductively constructed by taking arbitrary unions of nite intersections of members of S. For later reference we recall also that a set K X is compact in the topology T just in case if Ui ; i Every set X a is (stable and) clopen, by the way the topology was de ned,
hence compact-open since the space is compact and Hausdor (the latter follows from total separation). For the converse, notice rst that the stable sets are exactly the upper closures x" of single points x in the space. Indeed, if U is a stable set of lters, let x = T U = T fzjz 2 Ug. The intersection is never empty since for any z 2 U; > 2 z (recall that we assume a lattice always comes with a top element). Then y U i y x. Hence U = x# and U = U = x".
Consequently, every stable set U can be written in the form U = T a2x X a , for some x 2 X. Indeed, if U is stable, then U = x", for some x 2 X. It is then clear that U = T a2x X a , where x is the base point of U. It follows then that ?U = S a2x (?X a ). Hence, if U is clopen, by compactness, let a 1 ; : : :; a n 2 x such that ?U can be written as the nite union of the sets ?X a i ; i = 1; : : :; n. Then U = T i=n i=1 X a i . Letting a = a 1^ ^a n , it follows that U = X a , qed. 2
Conclusions
A lattice L with an orthonegation operator is a particular instance of a diagram of meet semilattices with a duality between them. We generalized the de Morgan identity a_b = :(:a^:b) and pointed out that if and is a duality connecting two meet semilattices then each of them is a full lattice with joins recoverable from meets and from the duality in a de Morgan manner. We then showed that every lattice determines a diagram of two 6 A Stone space is compact and Hausdor . It is well known that in a compact-Hausdor space compact and closed sets are the same. Hence in a Stone space we may use \compact-open" and \clopen" interchangeably.
intersection semilattices with a duality between them and, using this fact, we obtained a representation by sets of a general bounded lattice.
Frames for logics on a non-distributive calculus of conjunction and disjunction are of the form F = hW; ; : : :i, where is a binary accessibiltiy relation on W. The propositions of the frame are stable sets A = A, where and are the maps de ned on subsets of W by U = fxjU xg V = fxjx V g where U x means that for every z in U we have z x (and similarly for x V ). The semantic clause for disjunction that arises from our representation is of course not the standard Kripke clause since this has a built-in assumption of distribution. The set of states x where _ is veri ed cannot be just the union of the sets of states verifying one of or (as in the Kripke clause) but needs to be completed by including states that may not support directly the truth of either or . This is captured in the representation by the closure operator ?. If j j j j is the proposition modelling (the set of x such that x j = ) then j j _ j j = ?(j j j j j j j j) = ( j j j j \ j j j j). The resulting clause for disjuction is x j = _ i 8y( if y j j j j j j j j; then y x) (where recall that for a set V; y V means that y z for all z in V ).
Reading x y as x extends to y, _ is veri ed at a state x just in case x extends every state y that can be extended to all states z where either or is veri ed. It is clear that every state x such that x j = or x j = satis es this condition.
In the case of logical systems with additional connectives the frames can be extended to structures hW; ; R; S; T; : : :i where R; S; T; : : : are relations on W serving to interpret the logical connectives. The general case of algebraizable logics with normal operators is treated in (Hartonas 1994b) where we also prove a duality of algebraic and Kripke semantics for normal algebraizable logics. 
